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Texas hotel offers hospital workers 
home away from home amid 

coronavirus outbreak 

By Micha� Hollan I Fox News 
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Now that's hospitality. 

A h2tel in Texas ts offering free rooms to medical personnel, seeing as many hospital 

workers are isolating themselves from their friends and family to avoid spreading 

.c..oY.l.Q:12. during the coronavirus outbreak. 
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On behalf of all o! us at My Place Hotels, we would like to express our utmost appreciation 
!Of our First Responders and Medical Personnel who continue 10 work around-the-dock for 
thegreater safetyand securityolourcommuntties 

While words can hardly begin to describe our appreciation for the amazing work they do, we 
know how we can help 

Wtth all or home's essentials in each guest room including a i(j\chen, comfonable beds, end 
high-speed WiFi. these uncenain times can . See More 
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My Place Hotel in Lubbock, Texas, is providing rooms to workers that include kitchens and 

full-size refrigerators, E2X.3.4 reports. According to the hotel, this is to help the medical 

workers feel at home while they're away from their loved ones. 
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"We're all making sacrifices during this unusual time, but when you think of a group of 

people, it's hard to think of a group that's making a bigger sacrifice right now than our 

health care workers; Kevin Nelson, the hotel's co-owner, told the outlet. 

The hotel is reportedly at about two-thirds capacity. 

"Many of them are not able to go home; Nelson explained, "either because they can't risk 

being exposed because they're an essential job ... or they can't risk exposing their family.• 
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"It feels a little more like a residential setting more than a transient setting,' he continued. 

'So we've had a lot of these health care workers with us over time, but now we just want to 

make a real push and let them know, not only are we available, but we're going to make 

rooms available to them.• 

My Place Hotels is part of a national chain of hotels. Fox News reached out to the parent 

company for comment, but did not immediately receive a response. 
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Many other businesses have stepped u[ during this time period to help out during the 

pandemic . .D.2rn.iJ:lQ];� recently announced that it would be donating 1 O million 

slices of pizza across the country to people in need, including hospital and medical 

workers who are on the front lines of the outbreak. 
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